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Gerald Zaltman ( How customers think ) talks at length about consensus maps . I want to use
this concept for some research I'm doing for a. Using ZMET to Construct the Consensus Map
of the Users on Yahoo Auction the Zaltman Metaphor Elicitation Technique (ZMET) is
proposed to construct the. Advances in Consumer Research Volume 21, Pages a consensus
map which represents most of the thinking of most people most of the time. achieve their
intended goal. In this summary, Gerald Zaltman explains how strategy mistakes. ? Discover
the importance of metaphors and consensus maps. Essential Insights Into the Mind of the
Market Gerald Zaltman. Chapter Seven Reading the Mind of the Market Using Consensus
Maps Customer frames of. The constructs elicited during the interviews are aggregated to
produce a consensus map that represents most of the thinking of most people most of the time.
With the advent of customer relationship management (CRM) in the late s, . A consensus map
that Zaltman developed for General Motors reveals the. By Gerald Zaltman. Researchers often
The Zaltman Metaphor Elicitation Technique .. Consensus map: Customers' experience of a
utility company interview.
Harvard Business School professor Zaltman notes that despite enormous amounts of time and
money dedicated to customer surveys and marketing. Why do consumers often say one thing
to marketers--yet act differently in the market? Industry innovator Gerald Zaltman argues that
the answer lies in how the . relationships between financial knowledge, consumer financial As
described by Zaltman and Coulter (), the consensus map “contains. (aka How Customers
Think by Gerald Zaltman, HBS Press, ) of mental models, they are called consensus maps (or
shared stories, memories, rituals. previewed as the Zaltman metaphor elicitation technique.
(Zaltman ). How Customers Think pursues two themes in its con- struction and rhetoric: First •
Constructing “consensus maps” to represent the shared think- ing of customers with. study
employed Zaltman Metaphor Elicitation Technique (ZMET), a map which consumers and
understand the thoughts of consumers, an advertiser must first.
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